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warehouse operative
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Company: Natures Way Foods

Location: Chichester

Category: transportation-and-material-moving

Overview 

WAREHOUSE OPERATIVE - MERSTON SITE - MIX OF DAYS AND NIGHTS

salary of £22,176-£26,059 per annum plus a shift allowance of £1,000

Join Nature's Way Foods as a Warehouse Operative !

Are you ready to be part of something extraordinary? Nature's Way Foods, a leading

manufacturer of prepared salads, coleslaw, and food-to-go for top supermarkets and retailers,

is not just about products. It's about growth in every aspect:

Grow Careers and Opportunities

Grow Sustainability

Grow Employee and Community Wellbeing

Grow Great Supplier Relationships

Diverse Culture, Thriving Environment:

Our inclusive culture, spanning 39 different languages, operates in four cutting-edge

manufacturing facilities capable of producing over 326 million units per year. As we expand

our production lines, this year promises to be exceptional, offering genuine opportunities for

skill development and career progression.

Responsibilities  
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Reporting to the Logistics Department Manager, you will play a vital role in maintaining a safe

warehouse facility, ensuring the accuracy of materials within our storage areas, and

preserving the quality and freshness of raw materials and finished goods through

strategic stock rotation.

Key Responsibilities:

Adhere to Company Health and Safety and Hygiene rules.

Meet all customer requirements with precision.

Maintain stock control and integrity in your area of work.

Foster clear communication and collaboration with team members.

Uphold stock accuracy throughout all processes.

Prioritize tasks to meet required deadlines.

Ensure all communications are clear and concise.

Keep records up-to-date for seamless auditing.

We value qualities like:

Positive attitude

Motivation and drive

Organizational and time-keeping skills

Team player

Strong attention to detail

Experience is not necessary; we provide comprehensive training to kickstart and advance

your career with us.

Shifts Designed for Success:

Our rotational shift pattern, covering 6 to 6, includes both days and nights. You will work a

total of 14/15 days over a 28-day period, following this schedule:

Week 1: Monday, Tuesday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday



Week 2: Wednesday & Thursday

Enjoy an additional £1,000 per annum shift allowance for your dedication to working both, days

and nights.

We offer:

Generous benefits package

Pension plan

Exciting overtime opportunities

Free on-site parking

Continuous learning and development

Genuine opportunities to progress your career

Qualifications  

We look for passionate individuals who channel their enthusiasm into success, setting high

standards to drive continuous improvement.

To apply for this incredible opportunity, you must be eligible to work in the UK and able to

commute daily to Selsey. Don't miss out on this chance to be a part of our success at Nature's

Way Foods!

Location:

Chichester Food Park, 

Bognor Road,  

Chichester, 

West Sussex, 

PO20 1NW

Apply now and let's grow together.

Apply Now
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